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Fresh from duty-free, I slid the Chanel compact mirror out of its velvet bag 
and applied, for the first time, my new lipstick. Rouge Noir, more excitingly 
known as Vamp. Had I ever been so alone? There was no one I knew within a 
five-, ten-, hundred- mile radius. The anonymity was thrilling. I was fifteen 
and on a layover in Seattle. 

While the lipstick was so dry and patchy it felt like rubbing a crayon on my 
lips, at the time I didn’t care. Makeup was more symbolic than anything, a 
talisman of sophisticated adulthood. Sometimes I still look back and lament 
the products that, as a preteen, I pleaded for every birthday, only to let them 
sit unused. There was no occasion special enough for sherbet-toned powder 
with a peach on the box. But Vamp stayed with me, coming out alongside tight 
black outfits whenever I needed to feel powerful. I mourned its loss in 2008 
when, crashing on the f loor of someone else’s McGill dorm room, I left it on 
a radiator. 
  
When I was freshly independent, makeup was additive: minimal, yet dramatic. 
The ever-present Diorshow mascara and black eyeliner accentuated an 
otherwise bare face, while the signature lip switched with each adolescent era. 
After Vamp, it was MAC’s Myth, a colour so atrociously unflattering that I 
literally shrieked when I tried it on again years later. Somehow, I’d used up an 
entire tube—I guess some looks are meant for when you’re underweight and 
barely legal drinking age. 

My point is, I didn’t have the self-knowledge, let alone the skills, to actually 
want to correct anything about my face. The goal was more haphazard and 
showy: bright lips and spider lashes. Ten years later, I’ve gone from being 
unable to load a dishwasher to the kind of person who finds houseplants fun 
and my relationship with beauty has changed accordingly. The days of one 
mascara and two lipsticks are long gone; now, I meticulously research products 
in the hopes they’ll be invisible. Glowy primer, hydrating concealer, and sheer 
liquid blush carefully applied are my new staples. Somehow, makeup became 
a thoroughly researched, exacting pursuit; but I’d be lying if I said I didn’t, 
sometimes, miss the careless energy of heading out for the night in nothing 
but a black dress and blue mascara. 

Curiously, this evolution of beauty from silly to serious business isn’t just my 
personal experience, but part of a large-scale, cultural shift. The industry has 
risen meteorically along with YouTube and Instagram—platforms that were 
in their infancy when I was young. Makeup-related content, such as tutorials, 
is among the most sought-after content on these massive platforms. That’s 
why the “beauty community” is now a thing: a worldwide, virtually connected 
network of makeup artists, inf luencers, and legions of obsessive enthusiasts 
surrounding such larger-than-life, controversial personalities as Kat Von D 
and Jeffree Star. Beauty has become, in essence, a fandom. What’s the 
difference, really, between waiting, credit card ready, for the latest Glossier 
launch and lining up for hours for the latest Avengers movie? 

I must admit that the new predominance of beauty gives me a certain feminist 
thrill. Is there anything more commonly dismissed as trivial than lip gloss? 
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Trivial or not, money talks and rapidly expanding market shares don’t lie. 
Beauty YouTubers now walk the red carpet and appear in videos with Kim 
Kardashian—and speaking of that family, this is also the sector that created 
the world’s youngest self-made billionaire. 

But along with my enthusiasm for all this woman-driven culture is a sense of 
unease. There’s a reason young people are watching all those makeup 
tutorials: the pressure to look good, especially on Instagram, is competitive 
and intense. Social media inf luences aesthetic trends to the degree that the 
new norm among girls is a face painted for photography, rather than real life. 
And worse, insecurity and body dysmorphia aren’t the only negative values 
this industry may be promoting. Industry titans including the aforementioned 
Kat Von D and Jeffree Star have come under fire for promoting racism, 
sexism, and dangerous anti-vaccine ideologies. 

But even aside from these grave concerns, I wonder if we haven’t lost some of 
the fun of beauty to its exponential growth. My preteen faves of CoverGirl 
frosted shadow may not have been especially f lattering, but I remember them 
with warmth and nostalgia for my younger self. Sure, makeup today is 
objectively better, but part of me mourns the loss of over-the-top rites of 
passage we used to associate with youthful makeup, the aggressive sparkle of 
Bonne Bell lip gloss or a poignant sweep of icy blue shadow. When your 
beauty journey started out with a f lawlessly glowing face, what is there to 
look back on? 

Curiously, this evolution of beauty 
from silly to serious business isn’t just 

my personal experience, but part of  
a large-scale, cultural shift.


